This tool can help you find companies that hire for specific jobs, and highlight where companies and jobs in particular sectors are concentrated.

**Companies View** - Shows individual companies as markers on the map. Narrow your search by choosing one or more North American Industry Classification System (NAICS), which helps you find companies in selected sectors, or NOCs, which helps you find companies that hire specific job types. Combine these filters and add an optional keyword for more specific results.

**Job Concentration View** - Shows job concentration as a heat map. Using the NAICS and NOCs filters shows job concentration in specific industries or job types. A date slider is available to show job concentration data over time. Employment agencies can be kept out of the heat map via checkbox selection, which prevents heat map 'hotspots' from appearing on these agencies.

Find the words “All Tools” on the right hand side of the web page to find additional job finding tools, career development tools and workforce development tools.